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Brief Bio:
I'm a person with a Multipotentiality of exceptional talents in different fields. I always try to place
myself in different challenges that I never saw before. I enjoy the feeling I get when I started exploring
any new things, I give my 100percent efforts to master it. I'm a visionary director I'm a News Anchor
Had a special training in Journalism and an intern in the Doordarshan channel, it's a quite challenging
task to question higher government officials in a live telecast. Had a great experience and training
especially in questioning and making myself better day-by-day. I had interviewed around 15+ higher
officials and among them, an Interview about the effect of Lockdown on the education system is my
favorite and best of all, also for which I received a token of appreciation. I'm a book Author From
childhood, I had this feeling, feeling of serving the society with technology which Makes all Public
Services accessible to the common man in his locality, through common service delivery outlets and
ensures efficiency, transparency, and reliability of such services at affordable costs to realize the
basic needs of the common man. Collecting all my perspectives and ideas on it I wrote a book titled
"AI IN E-GOVERNANCE" THE FUTURE EVOLUTION OF GOVERNMENT. It gave me a lot of selfsatisfaction that, yes I'm almost there to achieve what I've been thinking to do for ages. I'm a volunteer
and a leader During my tenure as a BTech STUDENT, I volunteered for around 90+ events in different
fields and 15+ events as a leader with the right vision and a goal. President for NULL CLUB,
Animation club, CLASS REPRESENTATIVE, It's my responsibility to keep one step ahead of every
one in order to hold the reputation and quality. I came and saw the things as a Delegate, I've grown
as a volunteer and now giving back to community all my experiences as a Leader. Every end of the
day I spend at least 2 hours of time conveying all the things I've done in that particular date to my
parents and sibling, and asking them to share their opinions and perspectives.

Achievement for which the award was given:
RICHARD E. MERWIN AWARDEE, SPRING 2020 Chairperson of IEEE Student Branch at IEEE AGI
SB IEEEXtreme 14.0 Ambassador IEEE CS Compute Edition 8 Video Editor IEEE Student Network
Representative IEEE COVID'19 Relief Website Developing Team Member Hyderabad Section IGEN
2020 Video editing team CSIS'2020 Campus Ambassador IEEE Brand Ambassador AHCSSC'20
Event chair(ALL HYDERABAD SECTION COMPUTER SOCIETY STUDENT CONGRESS-2020) It
felt like Leading a Team for an event like AHCSSC and upholding its reputation is the biggest
challenge I ever faced in my life. I utilized this wonderful opportunity properly and proved myself in
section level by introducing new ideas and Growing the graph of quality from the previous edition to
this edition. Managed 13 different domains and made a track of work done by them. 6 months of the
journey, Interacted with more than 50+colleges from different sections across India with

700+students, n number of sleepless nights, 80+volunteers contributed their time, experiences, and
knowledge to make this event a grand success. At last, the only word I could carry forward from the
event is, “If your actions create a legacy that inspires others to dream more, learn more, do more,
and become more, then, you are an excellent leader.” IEEE Membership drive at IEEE AGI SB(2020)
Being a Chair, It's my responsibility to keep a track on number of memberships of my college
compared to other colleges. Hence, In order to attract more people to take IEEE Computer Society
membership, I personally invited all the REM Scholars and Active volunteers From different colleges
to share their experiences, I made 40+ Members join in the IEEE Computer Society student chapter
and still counting.

